
Use of the modified live canine distemper virus and canine parvovirus vaccine in neonatal puppies
and use of modified live feline panleukopenia vaccine in neonatal kittens in animal shelters and
other environments with meaningful risk of exposure.

When exposure to panleukopenia, parvo or distemper is a meaningful risk, immediate vaccination of
puppies and kittens in shelters with DAPP and FVRCP respectively, beginning at the time of birth,
intake, or prior to intake is a potentially life-saving practice that poses only very rare and largely
theoretical risks. Neonatal vaccination may also be indicated for puppies and kittens in any environment
where access to care is limited and exposure risk is significant. While early vaccination may not
effectively immunize all pups or kittens, for neonates with low levels of maternal antibodies, the chance
to start making antibodies earlier could save them from severe disease and likely death from CDV and
CPV-2 should they be exposed[1,2].

Previous vaccine recommendations have distinguished between animals living in homes and those
entering shelters, with an assumption that in home settings puppies and kittens have received maternal
antibodies from their vaccinated mothers and therefore maternal antibody will both protect neonates and
prevent vaccine efficacy in the early weeks of life. However, many dogs and cats entering shelters have
never been previously immunized, and so would confer no immunity to their offspring.

One study of dogs found nearly two thirds of dogs entering a Florida shelter had very low to no
protective antibodies to distemper, parvo, or both, with intact dogs at higher risk than those who had
been neutered or spayed[3]. In a study of cats presented to animal shelters, also in Florida, only 40% of
cats had a protective titer (>1:40) against FPV [4]. Likewise, a study of trapped cats from the
community, presented for sterilization, found that only 33% of the free roaming cats had a protective
titer against FPV [5]. The absence of protective antibodies found in dogs entering shelters reflects a
similar lack of protection in the community from which the animals originated.

One of the factors that predicted if a cat would have a protective titer against FPV was having a status of
being already sterilized, suggesting that unsterilized cats who have delivered kittens near the time of
being presented to a shelter are substantially less likely to confer maternal immunity to their kittens[4].
Even when maternal antibodies are theoretically present due to prior vaccination or exposure to field
strain virus, transfer of antibodies to puppies and kittens may be insufficient e.g. due to poor maternal
nutrition or inadequate nursing.

DAPP vaccination for puppies and FVRCP for kittens in shelter settings has commonly begun at four
weeks of age with revaccination every 2 weeks[6]. Although many vaccines are only labeled for use in
cats and dogs 6 weeks and over, recommendations for this off-label use of the vaccine products reflect
the benefit of potentially providing immunity to fully virulent field strain virus which far outweighs any
risk from current MLV vaccines. The recommendations to start vaccination at 4 weeks of age rather than
even younger have been paired with recommendations to keep animals below that age out of shelters.

This historical age cut off must be reconsidered in light of the reality that foster care safety nets do not
yet always match the needs for placement, leaving many shelters to house neonatal animals in
environments with meaningful risk rather than euthanizing them. In addition, many puppies and kittens
are born and raised in community environments where there is a need to protect them from risk.
Although the immune system is not fully matured, it is known that vaccination can be safe and effective
in newborns of many species[7].



Research demonstrates that danger from vaccination, even in neonatal puppies, is uncommon and
minimal, especially when compared to disease resulting from exposure to field strains. In a study by
Gerber et al. in 1976, no adverse responses were noted after pups were vaccinated at two weeks of age
with canine distemper vaccine (CDV) and human measles virus vaccine (HMV)[8]. Chappuis (1998)
studied the ability of neonatal puppies to respond to vaccination and the author was able to safely
vaccinate groups of one day old puppies with MLV CPV-2 vaccines. None of the puppies had adverse
reactions to the vaccines, and many were able to mount an immune response that kept neutralizing
antibody levels steady over the course of 90 days, unlike the unvaccinated control puppies who had a
steady drop in neutralizing antibody as maternal antibodies waned over time[9].

There are no published reports of modern vaccines inducing disease in neonatal puppies or kittens. One
study, that has been cited to support delaying vaccination of kittens for FPV until after four weeks of
age, is actually a case report describing a pregnant stray cat with unknown history who was vaccinated
with a MLV paneleukopenia vaccine[10]. The kittens in the report were never vaccinated. Two kittens
had cerebellar hypoplasia. The authors noted that the infection was likely due to exposure of the
mother to field strain during the prenatal period.

The most substantial risk of vaccination in neonates would come from assuming that all animals
are fully immunized following vaccination while minimizing the importance of protecting them
from environmental risk. While some neonates will be effectively immunized, a larger proportion may
fail to mount a protective response due to maternal antibody or inability of the immature immune system
to fully respond. The likelihood of responding immunologically improves with age (and declining
maternal antibody levels) and, because neonates cannot completely thermoregulate on their own, may be
improved by ensuring neonatal puppies and kittens are kept adequately warm.

When pathogens are present in the environment both vaccination at the earliest possible time and
minimizing exposure should be used in combination to the greatest extent possible. This is similar
to recommendations, and the supporting rationale, already commonly accepted for pregnant dogs and
cats entering shelters[6]. Minimizing the time that puppies, kittens, and pregnant animals are in the
shelter environment also reduces the risk from the myriad other infectious threats and risks to well-being
for which no vaccine is available.

The increasingly severe access to care crisis in veterinary medicine leaves a growing number of owners
unable to get their dogs and cats vaccinated or spayed/neutered. As a result, the infectious disease risk in
areas where access to care is limited may more closely resemble the risk seen in shelters than the
scenario envisioned by traditional vaccine recommendations. Therefore, these recommendations for
early vaccination are also applicable and important for puppies and kittens outside of shelters, in any
context where environmental exposure poses a meaningful risk. Vaccination of neonatal puppies and
kittens is also indicated when that may be the only time the animals are seen, such as at a temporary
clinic.
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